
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Hospitality Supervisor 
Apprenticeship Standard – Level 3 

Duration 
The minimum timeframe for this qualification is 12 
months. End Point Assessment will follow teaching and 
learning period and is estimated to take 3 months. 
 
Maths and English functional skills 
Apprentices will be required to have or achieve level two 
English and Maths. 
 
Progression 
Progression from this apprenticeship could be into a 
hospitality management position. 
 
Off the job (OJT)  
The apprentice must receive off-the-job training for a 
minimum of 20% of the time that they are paid to work. 
 
There are many activities that can be calculated towards 
the OJT hours such as; 
 

• Shadowing a colleague 
• Online learning 
• Internal training 
• Team Meetings 
• Appraisal/1-2-1 visits 

 
 
 
 

 

Hospitality supervisors work across a wide variety of businesses including bars, 
restaurants, cafés, conference centres, banqueting venues, hotels or contract 
caterers.  
 
They provide vital support to management teams and are capable of 
independently supervising hospitality services and running shifts. They 
typically work under pressure delivering fantastic customer service and 
motivating a team is essential to their role. 
 
How will Apprentices learn? 
 
Our Personal Training Advisors will deliver high-quality face-to-face teaching 
and learning at the employer’s premises. They will provide all the resources 
your Apprentices will need to progress.  
 
Our intuitive learner management system, OneFile will really bring the 
subject to life through our online resources. We provide real-time learner 
information so that you will always know what is being taught and how 
learners are progressing. 
 
What will Apprentices learn? 
 
This Apprenticeship has been designed to develop existing and new skills and 
to equip Apprentices with the knowledge, skills and behaviours required to 
support them in their role.  
 
Our Apprenticeships provide highly effective teaching and learning tailored to 
meet individual business needs and to provide job-specific skills vital for peak 
business performance. 
 
Hospitality Supervisors must select one of the following areas in line with 
their specialist function to demonstrate technical skill and expertise; 
 

• Food and beverage supervisor 
• Bar supervisor 
• Housekeeping supervisor 
• Concierge supervisor 
• Front office supervisor 
• Events supervisor 
• Hospitality outlet supervisor 

 
 
 

 
You can view the full qualification criteria by visiting; 
 
instituteforapprenticeships.org/apprenticeship-
standards/hospitality-supervisor/ 
 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Food and beverage 
supervisor 

Food and Beverage supervisors maintain standards in a range of settings from pubs, clubs and bars, restaurants, cafés, conference centres, 
banqueting venues, hotels restaurants and contract caterers. Their work can involve coordinating a range of dining experiences and styles 
and adapting to the ever increasing diversity in both food and beverage menus. 

Bar supervisor Bar supervisors typically work in pubs, nightclubs, hotels, restaurants and resorts to oversee the effective running of the bar, ensuring 
customer satisfaction by maintaining an exceptional standard of delivery and professionalism whilst achieving profitability in line with budget. 
This role often comes with irregular hours and bar supervisors need to be able to be on their feet for extended periods of time. 

Housekeeping supervisor Housekeeping supervisors maintain the presentation of establishments such as hotel and other overnight accommodation including hostel, 
serviced apartments and conference venues. Supervisors in this role for example, coordinate the work of cleaners, laundry services and room 
attendants to ensure customers’ experience is in line with the business standards. 

Concierge supervisor Concierge supervisors maintain the porter service in hotels and serviced facilities, making sure that customer requirements including leisure 
activities, local knowledge, travel, parking and luggage storage are met. They also play a key role in protecting the security and safety of 
customers. 

Front office supervisor Front office supervisors coordinate the reception function and, where relevant, reservations for example in hotels, holiday resorts and 
conference venues. Central to many operations, the front office supervisor is responsible for ensuring that customers’ arrival, time at the 
establishment and departure is delivered according to an establishments standards and meets the customer expectations. 

Events supervisor Events supervisors coordinate a variety of functions that take place at a venue, for example a business conference, convention, banquet or 
wedding. The role requires meticulous coordination to ensure, often multiple, event plans are fulfilled and the customer has a positive 
experience. 

Hospitality outlet 
supervisor 

Hospitality outlet supervisors support the manager in the day to day business operations of a retail outlet, such as quick service restaurants, 
branded coffee or sandwich shops. The role is often in a fast paced environment with the focus on meeting customers’ expectations of 
efficiency and consistency for both the products and service they receive 
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Core: All hospitality supervisors must have all of the following generic skills, knowledge and behaviour 
 

  Knowledge and Understanding (Know it) Skills (Show it) Behaviours (Live it) 

Business 

Understand own role in motivating the team to 
work according to the business vision and 
values and to achieve business targets, always 
focussing on the importance of providing the 
best service for customers 

Contribute to and monitor operational procedures, 
working practices and team performance and make 
recommendations for business improvements 

Demonstrate a personal drive to achieve the 
business values, vision and objectives 

Understand the financial operations of 
hospitality businesses and know how to source 
and use financial information relating to own 
area of work 

Operate within budget, exercising strict resource 
control and minimising wastage, using appropriate 
techniques to manage and control costs 

Operate astutely and credibly on all matters 
that affect business finance 

Understand how own business area interacts 
with others and the organisation as a whole 

Supervise the delivery of a quality service that supports 
the department in achieving overall business objectives 

Operate with a quality focus to achieve the 
best for the business 

Know the standard business operating 
procedures 

Monitor the team to ensure they follow processes and 
procedures in line with business / brand standards at all 
times 

Positively support the benefits of working 
within standard business operating 
procedures 

Understand how to identify, plan for and 
minimise risks to the business and service 

Identify and isolate matters of concern, establish the 
cause and intervene accordingly to minimise disruption 
to the service and risk to people 

Be solution focussed and remain calm under 
pressure, adopting a constructive attitude to 
dealing with problems and driving a positive 
outcome 

Understand how a variety of technologies 
support the delivery of hospitality products and 
services 

Use available technology effectively in all work activities 
and performance 

Champion the responsible use of technology 

Understand legislative requirements, their 
implications and applications in hospitality 
businesses 

Monitor and ensure compliance to legislative 
requirements in all work activities 

Advocate and adhere to the importance of 
working safely and legally in the best interest 
of all people 

People 

Understand how to effectively organise and 
coordinate a team to provide required levels of 
service to meet customer demand 

Plan, resource and organise the team to meet expected 
levels of customer demand within business constraints 

Contribute to the review process, being 
aware of the individual needs of the team 

Understand how to work with hospitality team 
members to achieve targets and support 
business objectives 

Set realistic but challenging objectives with the team 
and work continuously to accomplish the best results 

Encourage team to demonstrate personal 
pride in their role through a consistently 
positive and professional approach 

Know how to select the best methods of 
communication to motivate and support team 
members in a hospitality environment 

Demonstrate effective methods of communication that 
achieve the desired results, taking action to correct poor 
communication within the team 

Strive to continuously improve the 
effectiveness of personal communications 

Identify the knowledge and skills required of 
hospitality teams; know how own team fits 
within the wider business and how to maximise 
team members’ potential to drive the best 
results for the business 

Actively support team members to maximise potential 
in their role and identify opportunities for development 

Encourage team members to see the 
importance of their role within the wider 
business and opportunities for development 

Customers 

Understand the importance of customer 
profiles, how to build them and understand 
how this enables the business to meet their 
needs profitably and in line with business / 
brand standards 

Coordinate the team to deliver to customers according 
to their needs in line with business / brand standards, 
enhancing their experience where appropriate 

Proactively encourage a customer centric 
culture 

Know the marketing and sales activities of the 
business and how to support them to achieve 
the desired outcome 

Implement sales and marketing strategies in own area, 
ensuring team are fully supported to deliver them. 
Make suggestions for future sales and marketing 
activities within area of responsibility 

Be proactive in supporting sales and 
marketing activities 

Understand the requirements of the product 
and brand standards of the business 

Actively promote the brand and product; and 
consistently maintain the highest standards 

Demonstrate a belief in the brand and 
product the business offers 

Leadership 

Identify the different leadership styles and 
supervisory management skills which are 
effective in hospitality businesses 

Use leadership styles and supervisory management 
skills appropriate to the business and situation 

Lead by example to maximise performance 

Understand how to work fairly with individuals 
that have diverse needs 

Ensure team members are aware of and follow policy 
relating to diversity 

Act as a role model operating in an empathic, 
fair and consistent professional manner 
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Specialist: Hospitality supervisors must select one of the following operational areas in line with their specialist function: 
 
 

  Knowledge and Understanding (Know it) Skills (Show it) Behaviours (Live it) 

Food and 
Beverage 
Supervisor 

Understand the basic principles of menu design, 
layout and presentation; know the specifications of 
menu items, how to match food and beverages and 
how to keep up to date with trends in food and 
beverages 

Ensure menus and promotional materials are up to date and 
presented accurately to the customer by the team in line 
with business / brand standards and customer needs. Brief 
team on menu items and ensure customers are provided 
with helpful information and recommendations on food and 
beverages 

Demonstrate passion for high quality food 
and drink products and service 

Know how to keep up to date, source information and 
brief the team on service requirements, special 
requests that will impact on service, promotions and 
details on specials, dish content and beverage product 
features 

Prepare food and beverage service areas in good time 
ensuring all resources are available and ready for use; ensure 
team provide efficient, accurate and effective service in line 
with service style meeting customer needs and business / 
brand standards. 

  

Bar Supervisor 

Understand how to keep bar operations running 
smoothly and deal with any customer concerns, 
identifying where potential conflict could occur, in 
accordance with the law 

Coordinate an effective bar service, ensuring licensing laws 
are adhered to at all times, customer issues are dealt with 
and potential conflict minimised 

Take a responsible approach to selling 
licensed products, and deal with conflict 
calmly and safely 

Recognise the importance of monitoring cellar and 
beverage stor- age procedures to optimise beverage 
quality in line with business requirements; know how 
to monitor stock rotation and levels of demand to 
ensure sufficient stocks are available for service 

Maintain and monitor the cellar and beverage storage and 
cellar/ wine dispense 

  

House 
Keeping 
Supervisor 

Know how to allocate tasks and timescales on a daily 
basis to ensure areas are cleaned in line with business 
requirements; know how to ensure team follows 
procedures for responsible use of cleaning materials 
and equipment in line with business requirements 

Coordinate team and allocate tasks on a daily basis to ensure 
positive presentation and image of the business within 
allocated timescales ensuring business / brand standards are 
maintained 

Set examples of cleanliness and 
presentation, and have the confidence to 
deal with issues effectively and promptly 

Understand how to monitor standards and identify, 
prioritise and deal with maintenance, repairs and 
refurbishment issues 

Monitor standards of cleanliness and identify maintenance, 
repairs and refurbishment requirements, communicating 
them to the relevant person 

  

Concierge 
Supervisor 

Know how to collect and keep up to date information 
on local services and know how to communicate these 
to customers in a way they are understood e.g. places 
of interest, travel options, places to eat and drink 

Maintain information on expected customer requirements 
including local services and travel options. Efficiently source 
information not readily available when needed, regularly 
review sources and develop effective networks 

Actively keep knowledge up to date to be 
able to give customers useful and up to 
date information which enhances their 
stay 

Identify how to maintain secure storage systems for 
customers and recognise their importance to 
upholding customer confidence and business 
reputation 

Maintain a secure system for the storage of customers’ 
luggage and other personal items 

  

Identify the porter and parking / valet and transport 
services offered by the business and know how to 
communicate relevant available options clearly to 
customers 

Coordinate the porter service and parking / valet and 
transport services offered by the business 

Front Office 
Supervisor 

Understand how to implement, and the importance 
of, check-in, check-out and reservation procedures to 
ensure they are efficient and reliable for customers 

Coordinate efficient check-in, check-out and the reservation 
procedures if applicable in own role 

Demonstrate consistently high standards 
of personal presentation 

Identify the standards of personal presentation, 
recognise their importance to positive customer first 
impression and know how to ensure team uphold 
them 

Motivate the team to present a professional image at all 
times as the first point of call for most customers 

  

Know how to source information, keep up to date 
with and brief team on customer requirements; 
understand how to implement and the importance of 
procedures to maintain customer confidentiality in 
line with legislation and business requirements 

Coordinate customer requirements , providing accurate 
information and maintaining customer confidentiality at all 
times 

Understand how to maintain effective displays and 
recognise their importance on sales and brand 
business reputation 

Maintain the brand and business standard at all times, 
identifying possible areas for improvement 
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  Knowledge and Understanding (Know it) Skills (Show it) Behaviours (Live it) 

Events 
Supervisor 

Identify the information required and know how to 
source, evaluate and use it to plan events which 
meet customer and business requirements 

Support event planning and coordinate events in line 
with customer requirements, communicating 
appropriately with a variety of organisations such as 
suppliers and exhibitors 

Is highly organised and proactive, 
anticipating and solving problems 
quickly to ensure stakeholder 
satisfaction 

Understand how to develop and implement an 
event agreement to meet customer needs during 
the event 

Act as the main point of contact for customers during the 
event to ensure their requirements are met according to 
the event agreement 

  

Understand the budget requirements for the event 
and know how to ensure these are adhered to and 
accurate records kept 

Maintain a record of expenses and adhere to the budget 
set by the customer 

Hospitality 
Outlet 

Supervisor 

Identify the correct levels of stock and consumable 
items to ensure sufficient for customer demand 

Coordinate operations to ensure equipment and display 
areas are stocked and presentable 

Demonstrate commercial awareness 

Understand the importance of opening, 
monitoring and closing procedures to the efficient 
running of the outlet 

Open, monitor and close the outlet following business 
procedures 

  

Understand how to maintain effective displays and 
recognise their importance on sales and brand 
business reputation 

Maintain the brand and business standard at all times, 
identifying possible areas for improvement 
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On demand test Practical Observation Business Project 
2 hour (including 30 minutes reading time) 

on demand multiple choice test 
 

Covers the core and relevant specialist 
function 

 
Scenario based questions 

 
Externally set and marked automatically 

by the assessment organisation 
 

Undertaken either on the employer’s 
premises or off-site 

4-hour observation of the apprentice in the 
working environment 

 
Time may be split to cover preparation and 

service 
 

Shows apprentice covering a range of tasks 
in their specialist function 

Project to look at an opportunity/ 
challenge/idea to make an improvement 
to the business E.g. customer experience, 

reducing wastage 
 

Research and write up within two months 
and then presented to employer and 

independent end assessor in formal 30-
minute presentation with question and 

answer session 

Professional Discussion 
• 1.5-hour structured meeting  
• Focusing on the areas of the standard  
• Led by the independent end assessor, involving the apprentice and employer (e.g. line manager) 

Completion 
In order to pass the Apprenticeship it is necessary to pass each of the assessment areas. Should an Apprentice be unsuccessful in 
passing one assessment activity this can be retaken as soon as the apprentice is ready and when practicable for the business.  
 
Should they be unsuccessful on two or more of the assessments a period of further training and development lasting between one and 
three months must take place before a resit. For more information on grading criteria please refer to the Apprenticeship standard 
assessment plan by searching via https://findapprenticeshiptraining.esfa.bis.gov.uk/ 

 

Hospitality Supervisor 
End Point Assessment – Level 3 

The end point assessment will only commence once the Employer, Apprentice and Smart Training Advisor are confident that the apprentice 
has developed all the knowledge, skills and behaviours defined in the apprenticeship standard and that these are clearly evidenced through 
the progress review meetings and records. The independent end point assessment ensures that all Apprentices consistently achieve the 
industry set professional standard. The EPA can commence at any point once the apprentice is competent and after the twelve-month 
minimum period of learning and development. Prior to independent end point assessment the functional skills English and maths 
components of the apprenticeship must be successfully completed. 
 
What does the EPA comprise for this apprenticeship? 


	What will Apprentices learn?

